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Meeting Minutes

Members Present: Monica Bafetti, Pam Doffek, Laura Gayle Green, Erica Heasley, Mackenzie Lightfoot, Jon Lutz, Sara Nodine, Robyn Rosasco, Dan Schoonover, Mike Siriwadena, James Waters

Meeting began at 1:00 PM at the Music Library.

Goldstein Library Update

- Pam Doffek clarified that the Goldstein Library was not closing and its collection was not being moved to other libraries on campus.
- There is a proposal to the FSU Provost to convert the first floor of the Louis Shores Building into a technology and innovation lab but nothing will be happening pending the Provost’s approval and funding appropriation for the project.
- Goldstein is still proceeding with this current weeding project and all operations are as normal.

WebCirc. Implementation

- WebCirc. is a web-based application created by Atlas systems for interlibrary loans that works with ILLIAD. The interface is user-friendly and allows for users on the back end to charge and discharge items more efficiently. UBorrow items are not included; only physical interlibrary loans.
- The tool is web-based and should not be tied to an IP workstation but Mike Siriwadena will check on that and get back to the group.
A user guide will be sent out to everyone and tutorials will be set up in the Scholars Commons to let everyone test it out before a commitment is made to purchase it. Further testing and feedback from everyone will be critical.

Campus Circulation Research Guide

- The research guide URL: http://guides.lib.fsu.edu/circ
- Heasley, as secretary, is in charge of the research guide and will send a link to the libguide before the next circulation meeting.

Note: Heasley and Rosasco left early at 1:30 to attend another meeting.

The next meeting will be held on September 9, 2015 at Dirac Library.